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The result increases product
quality, more satisfied staff,
and strawberries for midsummer.
Axelsson in Aby

Sensor in strawberry row.

Tunnel farming for strawberries.

Aby:

Andrzej Róg shows plants in the
tunnels.

The system alerts via automated phone call, e-mail,

20 hectares of strawberries.
Axelssons in Aby grow about 20 hectares of strawberries on open-air and in tunnels a few kilometers
south of Målilla in Småland, Sweden. To protect the
strawberries from frost and guarantee harvest to

text or push message to the phone. Staff who previously manually monitored measured values also get a
better work situation when they don’t need to vigil
at night.

the important Midsummer’s Ewe Sensfarm’s equipment

Axelsson sees great benefits.

has been used for a few years measuring air tempera-

During the growing season, the system is used both

ture. At risk for frost the staff who worked night shift
started irrigation and protected the flowers.

staff to ventilate tunnels and underneath cultivation
fabrics. When the temperature rises above 23 °C,

Increased operational reliability
and improved working hours.

aeration of the plants is required to not spoil blooming

To the year’s season, Axelsson’s increased operational
reliability and range of the LoRaWAN-based measurement system with an external antenna. The measured
values can now be transmitted wirelessly from sensors
in the strawberry field up to 600 meters away to the
antenna on the farm.

to handle frostbite through irrigation, and allowing

or the quality of the strawberries.

• Easy-to-use alarm system
• Better working environment
• Frost warning
• Temperature alert
• Ensures quality

Sensefarm develops measuring equipment
and systems for smart cities and agriculture.
With new technology, we want to contribute
to environmentally friendly and sustainable
operations.
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